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SYSTEMIC TYPOLOGYAND TOPOLOGY

- J. R. M ar tin 6 C . M atthiessen

0. Taxonomy and ecologY
By way of illustrating the problem we are attempting to open up in this_paper, consider
Ure foUowing text. A is swimming at the beach and has just spotted a black fin; B knows a
dolphin when she seesone and tells A to calm down.
A:
B:

H e l P!
- Don't. worry,
iE's just a dolPhin.

A's mistake is hardly surprising. Common senre tells us to be worried about sharks at
Austraiian beaches and suspicious of fins breaking the surface to compete with us for our
next wave. Scientificaily however the mistake seemsa little odd. How can it be that A
can mistake fwo animais that are so distantly related? After all, the biological taxonomy
relevant to sharks and dolphins looks is organisedas in Figure 1..1
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Fig.1: Taxonomic separation of sharks and dolphins

Taxonomically speaking, dolphins and sharks are as different as monkeys and tadpoles.
So it seems odd that a body-surfer would achrally confuse the two.
The problem is of course that scientific taxonomies are not based on differmces and
similarities between animals that can be easily perceived. It's the genes and chromosomes
that count, not outward appearances. And how an animal looks on the outside is only
indirectty related to its genetic make'up. Environment has a big role to play in how things
1 Latinterms have beenavoidedin this tEuonomy
wherepossible.But there are no alternativesas
for sharksand rays,or for whalesanddolphins.
suoerordinates

- 3 4 6look. Becausethey sharein many respectsthe sameecoiogicalniche, sharksand rlolphins
have evolved from quite unrelated speciesto adapt to their environment in similar ways.
They look sameand in many respectsfunction in the sameway - but they are not ciosely
related. For this reasonmost swimmers need some reassurancewhenever dolphins are
arormd.
The problem just iilustrated is a fundamental one for any form of taxonomic
representation. Taxonomies are theories of similarify and difference with respect to
particular criteria. Once a criterion, or more usually a set of criteria, is adopted as a
classificatory principle then the parametersare set. Things are similar or different with
resPectto these criteria - this is the information the taxonomy represents. But there are
always other criteria that could have been chosen,that have been set aside. And
relationships among the things being ciassified will necessarilylook rather different
whenever these criteria are taken into account. So a taxonomy is only ever a partial
statementof similarify and difference.
Becauseof this it is very important in scienceto be dear about the parametersthat have
been set and to have alternative ways of dealing with those that have been set aside.
Some alternatives may develop into researchparadigms in their own righq in biology for
example,the study of ecologyhas developedto complementtraditional taxonomicstudies
in this way and many universities now have departmentsof environmental studies which
take a more holistic and ideologicaily informed approachto studying the world we are
failing to share with other phenomena. In this paper we are exploring whether or not a
comparable environmental perspective is required in linguistic theory - especially with
respect to a theory like systemic theory which places so much emphasis on systemic
relations.

1"Resourceand agnation
in systemic theory languageas a whole is seenas a resource,organized into a number of
levels or strata and diversified (most deariy at the content plane) into three generalized
metafunctions.The interpretation of languageas resourceis arguably the centre in a cluster
of reiated theoreticalassumptionsabout language:it leads to languagefunction in context,
with text as the basic unit of language;it leads to a metafunctional 'subtheory' of how the
resourceis diversified, a stratal subtheory of how the resourceis distributed into different
levels of symbolic abstraction, an axial subtheory of the paradigmatic axis as the
fundamentai organizing principle of each level of the resource,and so on. The axial
subtheory is foregrounded in the name of the theory as a whole - systemic theory. It is, in
the first instance,a theory of choice and agnation. It is a theory of what options are
available to a language us€r, how they are related (agnate),and how they are realized.
The question of options and their agnation is answeredby the system nefwork of systemic
theory, which makes explicit how options form systems,sets of alternatives with enbry
conditions,and how thesesystems,through their entry conditions,form system networks.
From one perspective,the system network constitutesa theory of fypology of linguistic
units. As such it differs in significant ways from other formalisms that might be used to
rePres€nt such a theory - representations like the simple substitution sets used in
pedagogicalgrammars,discrimination networks, and tables(matrices)"Crucial differences
include the possibility of simultaneoussystems,systemswith complex (coniunctive and,/or
disjunctive) entry conditions, and recursive systems. A rypolory makes explicit how
phenomenaare rdated; it is a way of interpreting agnation.But, as Lemke (to appear) has
Poind out (seefurther below), we know from mathematicsthat there is a complementary
perspectiveon agnation that cuts asoss tlpology - topology.
In this paper, we will explore the need for the fy?ological perspectivein systemic theory
and a division of labour between typology and topolory (Sections3 and 4). But we will
begin by examining different kinds of 'multidimensionality' in systemic typology defined

(Section 2). That is, before rve adopt
by the different dimensions of systemic theory
we have to make explicit what the
topology in favour of typology for certain purpo*s,
power of the r,vpological perspective is'

2. Agnation seenthrough the prism of systemictheory
systemically at present
Before we explore casesof agnation that are hard to represent
systemictheory' We will note
then, let,s review io* "gnatio.t".* be representedin current
ittatum only' Agnation' like
that agnation is ,.tol ,up?ur"nted at one rank only nor at one
theory'
other lhurro*"rra, is dispersedthrough the prism of systemic
2.1Basicagnationwithin systemnefwork
of M@D systemsin
By taking a strand of systemsin a systemnetwork suchas the strand
form of agnation in language as
the clauseFammar of tnghsh, *e ian illustrate the basic'yes/no'
could be added to the
representedin systernicit eory (note that the feature
for the option of tagging a
disjunctive entry condition or ine TAGGING system to allow
2'
y.Jl"o interrogative clausein Australian Engiish):seeFigure
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Fig.2: Agnation in one strand of an English grammatical system

here is internal to the syslem network: options such as
The agnation represented
'declarative',
'imperative',
'indiCative',
and 'tagged'are related in terms Of the systemiC
of disjunctive entry
relations of alternation within systems and delicacy.The existence
within the system network to
conditions makes it possible to bring togethglalternatives
of TAGGING in the fragment above' (As noted
show how they shareoptions,as in ttie ca"se
differs from the kind of strict
above, this is one of the respectsin which a system network
taxonomy that can be encodedin a discrimination network)
network are illustrated
The kinds of systemic oppositions rePresentedin this small
network show how the various
below. The realisationnrlei iin boxes)ottd"t featuresin the
choicesare nvnifested in stmcture'
systen:
orioiation?
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22 Simultaneoussystems
Still within the system network, there may be one or more simultaneous strands such as
the mood strand
1bove.The systemnefwork thus makesit possibleto representmultiple
perspectives which intersect to yieid multidimensional paradigms. br moit general terms,
theS multiple perspectiveslypically correspond to the thrJe major metifunctions, as
within the clause:

metafunction

clausesystems

ideational
interpersonal
textual

TRANSITIVITY
M@D
THEME

But they may aiso derive from within the sarnemetafunction; for exampie:
ideational:

AGENCY ('middle / effective')&
PROCESSTYPE('material/ mental/ verbal/
relational') &
various circumstantial systems

interpersonai:

MOOD TYPE ('indicative/ imperative') &
POLARITY ('positive/ negative') &
VOCATION ('vocative I non-vocative')

textual:

THEME ('unmarked / marked') &
TI{EME PREDICATION ('predicated / nonpredicated') &
CONIJIINCflON ('coniuncted/ non-coniuncted')

Some of these simultaneous systems have been interpreted as belonging to separate
metafunctions in Fawcett's(1980) version of systemic theory. For instL.E, h" t"tt ,tp
negation as a s€paratemetafunction. However, we can see these additional .o.t pon*tt
simply as more delicate distinctions of Halliday's four metafunctions (just as logical and
experiential are subtypes of the ideational metafunction). In fact, there aie strong
arguments for not separating them out into different metafunctions. For instancel
POLARITY systems interact with MOOD systemswithin the grammatical system network
(for example, in the absence of negative exclamative clairses), and. also within the
semantics. Furthermore, the realization of polarify is of the interpersonal mode - it has
the potential of engendering negative prosodies (see Matthiessen, 1.988,for further
discussion).
The systemic integration of MOOD with POLARITY is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: The simultaneous metafunctional perspectives

The structural consequence of system network internal agnation is that realization
statements all refer to the same structtrral unit - clause, SouP, or whatever.
2.3 Agnation outside the system nefwork: stratification and rank
As already mentioned, the possibility of simultaneous systems within the system
network allows for multiple perspectives and thus makes it possible to show agnation that
cannot be shown within a single strand of the system network. But agnation can also be
captured by going outside the system network of a given grammatical unit, either by
moving across ranks (within the same stratum) or by shunting between strata (across
strata). That is, we can show agnation in the sysEm network of another unit related to one
under consideration via either the rank scale or stratification. When the representation of
agnation is dispersed in this way across more than one system network, the different
statements of agnation are, of course, no longer related systemically; rather, they are
related ysaliz3tiinally, by means of preselection. Thus a semantic option rnay be realized
by the preselection (across strata) of a grammatical one at clause rank; and that option
may in turn Ue realized by the preselection (acrossranks) of another grammatical option at
group ranlc

-350In addition to agnarion within a single sffand of a systemnetwork, we thus have three
possibilities, viz. simultaneify within the same svstem network, reiationship to system
network at another rank, and reiationship to a system network at another stratum -diagrammatically as in Figure 4.
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s'imultaneitg
(metaf.)

Fig. 4: Dfferent dimensions for representing agnation

(The innermost circle is phonolo5y; it is endosed within lexicogrammar, which is, in furn,
enclosed within semantics; for a discussion of this form of graphic representation of
stratification, see Matthiessen & Halliday, 1989.) There is one additional source of
multiple agnation that we haven't mentioned or shown in the diagram -- grammatical
metaphor (Halliday, 1.985:Ch. 10)"From the point of view of agnation, it is similar to the
introduction of a new stratum or a new metafunction" But it does not function as a new level;
rather, grammatical metaphor is a way of using existing resourcesmore than once (to speak
somewhat loosely). Consequently, an example like aaious physical msuetneflts is related
to other systems at dause rank in terms of transitivity and to other systems at group rank
in terms of (among other things) premodification.

7

Interpersonal grammatical metaphor has tended to develop as a theory of interacting
typologies. The various options in the discourse semanticsnetwork SPEECH FUNCTION
are related congruently to specific lexicogrammatical MOOD options (e.9" giving
information with dedarative, demanding information with interrogative and so on).
Incongruent realisations (i.e. the indirect speech acts of speech act theory) are then
treated as special cases- as grammatical metaphors (see Halliday 1984,1985)" Reasoning
along these lines, a speech act like Why don't you try a topological perspectioe?is
semantically a demand for goods and services (a Command) realised incongruently as a wh
interrogative (instead of the congruent imperative). This and some alternative
possibilities are exemplified below:

a - 4
-JJ

I-

Command = [demanding goods & services]
realised by
Why don't you try a topologicaloientation?
Coutdn't you try a topologicalorimtation?
You could try a topologicaloriantation,couldn't you?
try a topologicalorientation']
[Uust as a su1Sestion),

incongruent
incongruent
incongnrent
congruent

of looking at this kind of interpretation is to read it as indicating that a speech
One way'Wy
perspectiae?has seiected twice for M@D don't-you try a topologica[
act like
being both iimperativel and lwh interrogative] in meaning; but one of these meanings is
takei as'deeper, than the other. The dbpth metaphor predicts whi5h MOOD selection
will be fypiiaily responded to - namely discourse semantics: Okay, we will being
of resPonses
preferred'to Becausewe haont't got time. It predicts as well the sequence
'surface'
(the
reading),
when both selectionsare picked np na*ely, lexicograrunar first
then discoursesemanticssecond(the'real' reading)as in:
Couldn't you try
- Yes, alright.

a Eopological perspective?

Frustrating the expectationsestablishedby these principles is a source of verbal play.
The second move in the following attested exchangefor example is best made while
smiling (A is commenting on an interpretation by B of a piece of shrdent writing):
and talk
A: (suggesting)why don,t you take a step or two further
abou! what it would. take to make the text subversive rather than
-irrat-JLr- u

^hhasiEiOnal?
vl/vv

B: - (smiling) r rike

kids

to be powerless '

Let,s consider an illuslration of the dispersal of the representation of agnation
throughout the linguistic system. Staying with our earlier MOOD example, we can
desceid the rank r.it" from clause to group to caphrre distinctions arnong interrogative
items along dimensions that are not syst^emicizldat clause rank (ruhoI what; what I
which; who"l whom ). We can also move up and down the stratal organization. -Moving
upwards to semantics, we can represent agnation in terms of a speech functionai system
network. grye can aiso posit a higher-ranking semanticsystem network of exchange,lvlose
options are realized baspeech ftlnctional seiections,which, in turn, are realized by M@D
to phonology, we can represent agnation in terms of a
selections.)Moving do**".ds
network of tone 6ptions (falling, rising, falling-rising, etc.). Diagrammatically as in
Figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Dspersal of interpersonal agnation

Note how tracking agnation across strata or ranks may be faciiitated by the notion of
metafunction. Sinie ideational, interpersonal and texfual meaning is dispersed across
ranks and strata in the model, meaning at any point in the system can be related
systematically to agnate meanings deriving from the same functional component. Pursuing
the interpersonal metafunction,ihe initiating move in the exchange below can be analysed
across strata as follows:
Why don't you try
- Okay, we will.

a topological

DISCOURSESEMANTICS

orientation?

ldemanding/goods&services/initiatingl

LEXICOGRAMMAR

[interrogative:wh/negative/addressee'subjectl

PHONOLOGY

ltone 1]

And within the discourse semantics the following analyses of both the initiating and
responding moves can be provided (see Ventola, 7987, for the interpersonal analyses
illustrated here):
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Within lexicogrammar,Halliday 1985strongly foregroundsagnation acrossranks within
the logical subcomponent of the ideational metafunction by using the same strucfural
notation for complexesat all ranks. For example,the clause,group and word complexes
listed below are analysed by Halliday as structurally identical:
R

clausecomplex:
group complex:
word complex(group):
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2.5 Generalization acrossstrataand ranks
As noted above, simultaneity of systems(cross<iassification)tends to be associatedwith
metafunction. And as just illustrated it is possible to move along the rank scale or the
stratal organization and still stay within the same metafunction.This immediately raises
the question of what the relationship is between two sets of agnations within two
networks related by stratification or rank. The inter-sffatal relalionship has been
explored within stratificationaltheory in partrcular,as in e.g. Lamb 1971,Lockwood 1972
who identify diversification, neufralization, portrranteau realizafion, and composite
reali?ation.We find the same rype of relationsacrossrank-boundaries.The most powerful
generalization is, arguably, that there is a tendenry towards generalization as we move
down either the stratal organization or the rank xale. That is, to put it crudely, a given
number of semantic systems is realized by a smaller number of corresponding
lexicogrammatical ones; similarly, a given number of lexicogrammatical systems is
realized by a smaller number of phonologicalones.2And the sameholds for the rank scaie;
for example, a given number of dausai systemsis reaiized by a smailer number of verbal
group systems.The reason for this state of affairs is easy to see.A stratal descent or a rank
descent always entails a generalization acrosscontexts and this generalization is reflected
in the relatively smaller number of realizing systems(cf. Lemke,1982). Let us illustrate
this point, first by referenceto stratification and then by referenceto rank.
'generalization' as we move from semanticsto lexicogrammar and
StratiIication. We find
as we move from lexicograrrunar to phonology. (i) We shail consider the relationship
between lexicogrammar and phonology first. As is well-known, the (relative)
arbitrariness and double articulation found as we move acrossthis stratal boundary make
it possible for a very small phonological system to realize a very large ledcogrammatical
system. This is seen very clearly at the phonemic rank. But even if we consider the rank of
tone group, we can note that the system of five (primary, non-compound) tones, falling,
rising, levei (low rise), rising-failing falling-rising, s€rvesto realize many more options
in key. The reason is quite straight-forward: the systemsof key realized by tone selections

2 We are limitingourselvesto intonationat the phonological
stratum.

are distributed (paradigmatically) across the various MOOD options in the clause
gralrunar, as can be seen in the Table 1 below 6ased on Halliday,1957).
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Table 1: M@D, KEY and TONE
The KEY systems for the'declarative' and'yes/no interrogative' environments are set out
in Figure 5.
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Fig.5: KEY options realized by TONE selections
(ii) With respect to semantics and lexicogrammar, the principle that the move down in
stratal organization embodies generalization may not be as clear as above with
lexicogrammar and phonology since both semantics and lexicogrammar as part of the

'content plane' (in Hjelmslev's sense)and they are related 'naturally'. However, if we
consider the idea that different contexts of situation correlate with different sihrationspecific variants of the semantic system - such as the regulatory semantics discussed in
Aalliday Q97, -- the difference in generality befween semantics (situation-specific
systems) and grammar (one generaiized system) can be seen very clearly. In other words,
tLe co.rtet t system of language has to cope with the tension between unify and diversity;
and it does this by engendering diverse situation-specific semantic systems and one
generalized grammatical system as shown in Figure 5.
context (different coniextual settings)
functional (reg'ister) variation

lex'icogrammar

phono'logg

'contentplane'
Fig.5: Diversity and unity within the
In the example with KEY and TONE, the environmentsacrosswhich the diverse options
in IGY are distributed are internal to the system- the options defined by MOOD. ln the
presentexample,the environmentsare externalto the semantics- the different contextsof
situation.
Rank. Since the linguistic resourceswithin a given stratum are ranked, agnationscan be
stated multiply at different ranks and, as the rank scaleis descended,the agnations may
be generaliz-edacross different higher-ranking contexts.Consider the distinction in the
trer6al group between perfective and imperfective aspect, i.e., between infinitival and
participial form. Looked at from the vantage point of word oI gEguPluttk, there is this
'perfective / imperfective'(e.g.,to do I doing). However, if we
iingte systemic distinction:
tate ttre clause as the vantage point, we find the more functional differentiation; the
'perfective / imperfective' corresPondsto a number of
single verbal group system
functionally distinct systemsin the clause,each of which has a pair of features, one of
'imperfective'. As a result, the
which preielects 'perfective' while the other preselects
realizational movs down the rank scaleis, in this case,a generalization of a number of
distinctions - diagrammaticallY:

clause

grouP

Fig. 7z Differentiation (clause) and generalization (group)
For instance, the following ciause fypes have different'aspect' systems,corresponding to
the singie verbal group system perfective / imperfective:
- rankshifted, elaborating dause lrestrictive relative dause]: moduiated /
unmodulated
(modulated:)tfre man Eo do the
do'

job

is

Henry'whocan/should

(unmodulated:)the man doing Ehe lob is Henry 'who does/is
doing'
- dependent, enhancing clause:irrealis / realis
(irrealis:)Henry left
(realis:)Henry lefE

Eo rehearse his
rehearsing

his

part

part

Here are some further examples of ciause contrasts other than the two mentioned above:
- dependent, extending clause: opposition grammatically conditioned by a
connective such as rather than and instud :
Rather

than

leave,

of

leaving,

Instead

Henry rehearsed
Henry rehearsed

in
in

the
the

kiLchen
kiEchen

- rankshifted, 'act' dause as serving as Phenomenon in perceptive clause:
bounded / unbourded:
(bounded:) We saw Henry

leave

(unbounded:)we saw Henry
- rankshifted,

'act'

To be or
Being

when we arrived

leavinq

when we arrived

clause as Subiect:
not

to

aE home all

be is

the

day is

cruesEion
not

the problem

A similar kind of examples can be drawn from MODALITY in English. Halliday Q970;
1985) shows how there are fwo broadly different systems in the ciause -- indicative
MODALITY (MODALZATION), the scalesof probabilify and usuaiify from possible and
'sometimes' to certain and 'always', and imperative MODALITY (MODULATION), the
scalesof obligation and inclination from aliowed and willing to required and determined.
At verbal group rank, these fwo realms of modalities are generalized as the system of
modal auxiliaries (cf. Halliday,7970): see Figure 8.

modalization:

clause:

modalization:
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-- keen
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alloved-- villing

sgstemof modal
auxi]iaries:
must
g r o u p v, e r b a l :

will
mav

Fig. 8: Generalization of MODAI.IZATION and MODULATION
in system of auxiliaries
The difference across clause rank and group rank has considerable significance for the
stratal relationship between grarrunar and semantics. In a systemic account, the
relationship is stated in the first instance at the highest rank at which it occurs and since
a systemic grauunar of Engiish is clause-based,the relationship will be stated for clausal
systems, where the agnations are distributed across different (paradigmatic) ccntexts such
as enhancing vs. elaborating. In contrast, traditional grammar started with lower-ranking
systems; it was essentially word-based. So we would have to try to come up with an
a-bstract pair of semantic glosses for the group distinction perfective / imperfective
reflecting the degree of generalization the distinction embodies and we would also have to
list the various uses of the forms out of their clausal contexts. Similar examples could be
glven from TENSE, VOICE, TRANSITIVITY, PERSON,and so on.

2.5 Dispersal across strata and ranks
We have noted that moves down across strata and ranks often entail a generalization:
more options (in different environmenb) are realized by fewer options. One case in point is

MODALITY, rvhere !{ODALIZATION and IvIODULAION are generalized in the system
of modal auxilianes. \,ICDALITY aiso illustrates another phenomenon in the move from
higher to iorver sffata/ ranks. This is the dispersal of realizations of a highgr sy9!1m
acioss different environments at a lower stratum/ rank. Thus the system of MODALITY
(MODAL17AION
and IvIODULATION) at clauserank is realized at group rank3
(i) adverbiaily (MODALIZATION):
usually, always &c.

perhaps, possibly, certainly; sometimes,

(ii) verbally (1) through modal auxiliaries (MODALIZATION/
will, must; &.c.

MODULATION): zay,

(2) through conative verbal group cornplexes(MODIJLATION): is obligd
to, is supposedto, is allowed to; is detnmined to, is kem to, is willing to
&c.
The higher system is more holistic; it spans the full range of meanings realized by the
lower syste*s. Consequently, it is possible to show agnations between sets of items that are
construed in differeni environments by the grammar, e.g. perhaps: probably : cntainly ::
may : will : must :: possible: probable: certain. Grammatical metaphor may create
agiations between environments that are dispersed too far aPart within the
lelicogrammar for them to be brought together easily within a more holistic gtuTTutij]l
ryrt"ri. For instance, grarunatical metaphor creates an environment for MODALIZATION
'outside' the clause iit ttr. congruent- reading) -- in clause complexes such as I thinkl
betimel guess I I they havealreadyleft (see Section 3 for further discussion).

2.7 Plane: the contexts of language
Before turning to the question of missing agnation in section 3, two further descriptive
resources need-to be considered. The first has to do with the semiotic environment in
which language means - the issue of planes (this section). he second has to do with one's
- the issue of synoptic or
orientation to bottr system and text as process and product
dynamic perspectives (Section 2.8 below).
Pursuing the first issue here, the point that needs to be made is that the notions axis,
metafunction, rank and stratum developed to this point have to be contextuaiised.
I-anguage realises context - it constmes, is consEued by and reconstrues, symbolically, the
sociit slstem (see Halliday 797$. This means that systemic relations at all levels within
language can be projected onto a model of context in such a way as to bring out further
diriens-ions of agnation. The contextual systems are interpreted as connotative semiotic
systems, i.e. seriiotic systems realized by other semiotic systems (cf. Hjelmslev's 1943
discussion of denotationssprog and konnotationssprog). Martin 1985 provides one
extravagant example of a projection of rhis kind, with three orders of contexhral semiotic
systems - ideolory, gerue and register: seeFigure 9.

- (i) I think...'perhaps'&c.;and (ii)/t /'s
3 ilAOORUITmay alsobe realizedin yet otherenvironments
wssible that ... it is a kind of systemicprosody;and as such it increasesthe potential{or prosodic
iealization,e.g. t think it may perhapsnot be a bad idea afterall.

phonologg

Fig.9: I-anguageand its semiotic enrrironment
Setting aside the levels of ideology and genre here, the register variable tenor for
""u*plE can be used to further develop the interpretation of the exchange Why don't yoy
try a'topologicalorientation?- Okoy,we will. Following Poynton 1984,.1985we can ask
questions lbout the kind of interpersonal relations realised: is the status of the
interlocutors equal or unequal as reflected in the reciprocity or non-reciprocify of the
choices selected?;are the interlocutors in frequent or infrequent contact with each other as
indicated by the proliferation of choices taken up and the degree of contraction in their
realisation; and what degree of affect is realised, measured with respect to amplification.
The example being considered is too short to provide satisfactoryanswers to questions sucf
as these. But once considered as part of a longer text, the exchange could be interpreted
along these lines - recontextualised as it were on a higher plane.
Tenor
variable:

realisation
principle:

tentative
analysis:

STATUS
CONTACT
AITFECT

(reciprocity)
(proliferation; contraction)
(amplification)

unequal?
low?

28 Perspective: synoptic and dynamic
Martin 1985 explores the question of simultaneous synoPtic and dynamic perspectives on
system/text, p<linting out some of the problems wrth linguists traditional syloptic stance,
*ni"f, for systemic linguists involves typotogy as dominant descriptive tool. The short-

comings of this stancecan be exemplified with respectto exchangestrucfure by considering
texts such as the foilowing (symbols as in Ventola 1987):

Why don't you try a topological perspective?
- Topological?
- Yeah, you know, like in maths.
- Huh?
- You know that paper of ]ay's - No...

A2
cf
rcf
K1
c
f
rcf

K1
K2f

Here, the initial demand for goods & servicescannot be negotiated until its experiential
meaning is further explored. But this exploration is unsuccessful,since the interiocutor
being positioned as secondary actor has never heard of topoiogy, does not appreciate its
significance in mathematics and hasn't seen Jay Lemke's paper. Not only does the initial
exchange not reach closure, but the interlocutors end up negotiating something very
different from what they began with. Interactions of this kind are quite systematic, but
not predicted by system/structure theory at the rank of exchange;nor, Martin argues, is it
obvious how present qrnoptic descriptions could be extended to account for this and related
phenomena (see Ventola 7987 for further discussion at the level of genre). The general
thrust of the argument is that by emphasizing the paradigmatic, and abstracting away
from direct representation of sequencein text, systemicists put themselves in the position of
not being able to account for choiceswhich depend on just where in the unfolding of a text
the realisation process has reached (unlike Firth in other words, elements of sfructure do
not act as entry conditions for paradigmatic selections). Accounting for these strucfure
dependent choices, which take into account the meanings that have so far accumulated
and where the text is going next then becomes the responsibilify of dynamic
representations, a frontier area of research in systemic theory (see Mathiessen 1988;
Bateman 1989).

2.9 Summary
All of the various dimensions discussed to this point in the paper are presented
rypologically in Figure 10 (a network at the level of field, mapping part of the
organisation of systemic linguistic theory)" This ailows us to position the new dimension
being opened up in this paper - the typological/topological one - as one with a synoptic
and a paradigmatic focus (thus the conjoint enbrycondition).
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'ideational
'interpersonal
textual
connotative

discourse
semantics

II

lexico-

denotative

F clause
I
;,valeur,{ n.ouo/phrase

grammar

Lw o r o

I
I

L'collocation'

phon/graphologg

sgntagmatic
paradigmatic
\)
- -L
-)

1 tgpolog'ical
toPoloqical

1-srJnopt'ic
L dgnamic

Fig. 10: Metalinguistic resources
Taking into account the dialectic of realisation interfacing these dimensions, an
alternalive form of representation, in the form of a helix is presented below- This
presentation is topological rather than typological - a spatial metaphor is. used to connect
ievels as a procesi of ieatisation. For reisons of space we cannot explore the helix in detail
and
here. Basically it maps realisation as a two-way process looping through strata
'columns'
(the
planes while t-eturning at each level to recurrent metafunctional themes
ihat can be read "qfosl levels). It is to topological representations of this general kind
that the paPer now turns.

- J U - -

coding orientat.ion/ hetcroglossia

race

pariiculate

gender

class

culminative

3. Agnations not accotrntedfor
We have seen how agnation may be'dispersed' across metafunctions, ranks, strata and
planes and that complementary synoptic and dynamic perspectives can be adopted to
develop further inter-connections. This makes it possible to capture relatedness with
variation in metafunctional domain as well generality. In spite of the various possibilities
for representing agnation that we have reviewed - all of which are, of course, quite well-

known - we encounter agnations that are hard to rePresentin a satisfactory or clear-cut
way. We wiil draw examples from all three metafunctions.
3.1 An experiential example: behavioural processes
An example from experiential ciause grartmar will be considered first. Halliday's 1985
account of p.o..s type distinguishes three main classesof clause material, mental and
relational; iUua"y'goes on to consider three additional tFpes *hi+ are-ciosely related
to each of these - behavioural, verbal and existential respectively. If we formuiate these
proposals systemically, adding labels to generalise across material & behaviourai
(being), we arrive as a
iaoittg), mental & verbal (semiosis) and relational & eistential
processqrPe network such as the one in Figure 11.

moterisl

They attacked

b e h a v iour al

Tb.ey frowned

verbal

Tbe esked

doing

;semiosis
I

I

L mentel
+

;

Perceltive

The sew it

alJecti-ve

Tbey liked

L cogrrr-itive

it

Tb.ey knew it

rel eti onal

Tb.ey were foolisb.

ntial
ex'iste

Tb.ere were tanJ<s

being

Fig. 11:Processtypology (i)
Our focus here will be on behavioural processes. Essentially these are middle voice
action processeswith a conscious Medium. They use'present in present' tense to construct
ongoing action:
She's already sPeaking.
And they cannot report:
*She's

speaking that

changes must be made'

Taken together these criteria led Halliday to grouP behaviourals with materials- He
notes however that behavioural processesare also relatable to mental and verbal ones;
the presence of one conscious participant is evidence that some such association might be
found. In addition, although-they cannot report, behavioural processes can be used to
guote:
'Changes will

be made', she smiled.

What seems to be going on here is that behavioural processesconsfruct saying, thinking
feeiing and perceiving as action, in terms of their outward physical manifestations. As
such tJrey are all associated with one or another verbal and mental process,and in some
cases wiih relational processesas well (becauseof an association between mental and
relationai process€swhich will not be further explored here). Some examplesof the
agnation series suggested here are listed below (for further discussion of these relations see
Matthiessen 1989):

say

talk/

He is talking
Ibehavi-oural
qrr,rs

l{o

'l

i <f

Ttm

f

on

Lhac

that

smile/like/be
rr^

.:^

Ehem righE

he's

raEher

now.

concerned.

Iverbal

]

f hol-r=rri

arrra

/haar

l'i st-enino

hear

to
i

^-{1.;--

aE. Ehe

you've

moment.

been concerned

L v v a l s v + v s r s 4 l

for

some Eime

Imental :percep ]

haPPY
Ehem.

f l-rolr:rri

them.
He likes
:
ImenEal react ]
He is happy with

them.

f r o l : i - i n n : l I

ponder,/wonder/be

in

!1e

J->

>rtMrrrv

I l

aE

e

4

L

5

$

e

atrra

4

v . . $

I I

4

J

doubt

He is ponderi-ng Lheir question.
]
Ibehavioural
He wonders whether Ehey were right.
He is in some doubt about Eheir concerns.

ImenEal : cognit ]
lrolatinna'l
L

!

v

-

s

I

v

The process ffpe network outlined above does not capture these similarities. It claims
that behayiourat and mental processs are quite different (like sharks and dolphins). It
would of course be possibtL to revise the network, moving behaviourals into the
signification class. In effect this would be to glve more weight to the presence of a
co'nscious participant in behavioural sand their ability to project Oy quoting): see Figure
72.
They rre

meteri al

se mi o si !

atteckirr,gl

now

behoviour al

Tbey ere talkingr

verbal

lhey say they can't

mental

Tbey feel tbeY shouldn't
They ere b,rPPYtbeY won't

Fig.12 Processtypology Gi)
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But note that this would still not capture the relationship between behavioural and
certain attributive relational processes. And more seriously it loses the previously
established relationship between material and behavioural Processesas far as tense and
reporting are concerned:
TENSE:
They are talking about it.
They say they will'

behavioural:
mental:

present in present
present

behavioural:
mental:

no hypotactic projection
hypotactic projection

PROJECTION:
*Thcy talked that theY couldn't.
Thcy said they wouldn't.

What we find here in other words is a genuine tension in the system. There are
parameters aiong which behaviouralsresemblematerial Processesand other parameters
Aong which they resemble mental and relational ones. Depending on- which parameters
ure tiketr as criterial at primary delicacy, behaviourals can be grouped with materials or
with mentals and verbais but not both. The criteria deployed at primary delicacy thus
become thematic for the description. They act as its point of deparrure and circumscribe
the agnation which can be established. In typological work, all points of departure
foregiound some criteria and background others. With phenomenutl:h as behavioural
pro&r*r this means that some agnltion must be lost in the processof classification. The
typology is limited in just this respect.
33 An interpersonal example:MODALITY
Let us now pursue this problem with respectto the interpersonal metafunction, focussing
on MODAL1IY. Centrai to any discussionof probability in English the consideration of
modal verbs and adjuncts (Halliday 1970/1976;7982;1985). Median probability for
(or
example can be realised verbally as Finite or adverbially as Mood Adjunct in the clause
'prosodically' in both functions):
It would
Probably

modalised Finite
MoodAdiunct

be behavioural.
iE's behavioural.

But beyond this, there is a range of M@D resources that can be used to mediate the
certainty of a proposition, including tagging and interrogatives:
len' t lt,?
IE ' s behavioural,
?
behavioural
lt
Ien't
Wby wouldn' t it be behavioural

?

declarativetagged
negativeyes/no
negativewh modalised

And moving acrossmetafunctions, experiential options can also be brought to bear on the
question of speaker certaintY:
f reckon
I'D sur€

iE's
it's

behavioural.
behavioural.

mental projection
relational fact

As with SpEECH FUNCTION and MOOD, this kind of dispersal of agnation has been
handled through the concept of grammatical metaphor (e.g. Halliday 1985:33+340)Developing an i-nterpretation along these lines would mean establishing a generalised
probabiuty"network in the discourse semanticsand allowing for diversified realisations in
lexicogrammar.

DISCOURSESEMANTICS:median degreeof certainty
Alternative realisations:
IL T
-

roai<an

I T'm

qrlro

"l

i l- t q

hol.rarri Y

r v q ! { 4 .

I

i l- ' q

h o h a r r iy

nrrra'l
lvqrq!

l

ar rrr

mental projection
relational fact
modalised Finite
Mood Adiunct
declarative tagged
negative yes/no
negative wh modalised

I

.

,l

IL would be behavioural.
Probably it's
behavioural.
It ' s behavioural,
isn't
it?
Isn't
it behavioural?
'v{hy
wouldn't
it be behavioural?

One of the main weaknesseswith this approach to mediating certainty is that it does not
specify how the alternative realisations are graded with respect to each other. It says
how they are the s:une semanticaliy (i.e. triggered by the same discourse semantic
feature), and it shows how they are different grammatically. But it does not say how
they are semantically different. Simply augmenting one typology with another does not
capture the various ways in which alternative realisations complement each other in
occupying the same semantic space. For this some mechanism is required which will show
how reaiisations are more and less alike, not just how they are typologicalty different.

3.3 A textual example: thematic resources
Before pursuing this problem of gradience below, let us consider one final example from
the textual metafunction. Hallidav 1968, 1985 (see also Chapter 12 in Kress I97O has
noted the significance of first position in the English clauses for the realisation of Theme
and considered the way in which different selections for Theme may be more or less
marked for a given MOOD. In declaratives for example, a Complement/Theme is marked
in comparison with Subiect/Theme.
(\zpology's
Topology'd

a worry) , but topologv
be recommended by Jay.

I,d

recommend.

marked
unmarked

Developing this point, Halliday notes the significanceof IDENTIFICAION -- an
experiential system put to work by the textual function with a view to organising Themes
in reversible relational clauses:
Topologly
What Jay

is what Jay would recommend.
would recommend is Eopologry.

THEME
IDENTIFICATION

Taking grammatical metaphors of the ideational variety into account, nominalisation is
a further resource that is used to group meanings as Themes:
Jay's

reconrmendation

would

be topology.

nominalisation

Once again, there is nothing in the $ammar that showshow thesedivergent resourcesfor
marking Theme are related to each other" And resorting to grammatical metaphor and
stratification to handle this area once again fails to account for gradience. The point is
that quite different Parts of the gmrrnur as it is currently systemicised can be seen in
certain contexts to do very similar work. Typolory does not account for how this work is
parcelled out acrossgrammatical systems.
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3.4An interpersonalexample- MODALIfi; gradienceasosssystems
Beforeturning to the problem of formuiating topologrcaldescriptionsin Section4 below,
let us return once again to the problem of gradienceor dines. To this point we have been
mainiy concerned with gradience across systems-- how it is that distantly related
grammatical classesconstructcloselyrelatedmeaningst But gradienceis also found within
systems. The area of MODALITY,
larticular areasof the grarnnurr,among dosely related
introduced above,provides one clear example.
As noted by Halliday 1985,MODALITY and MODULATION can be interpreted in terms
of degrees of certainty and obligation associatedwith propositions and propg*l?
respeJtively. His interpretation of these scales,incorporating the closely related
semanticsaieasof usuaiity and inclination is outlined below in Figure 13.
MODULATION
'imperative'
tgpe

MODALIZATION
'indicetivc' tgpc

lprobablitVl

ccrtainlg

probablg

possiblg

it is

it must be

do!

lobligaiionI

[usualitgI

required

alvags

it v'ill bc

usuallg

it mag br

somct'imes

must do

supposed

vill do

allowed

mag do

is isn't

d o n ' t!
negative

Fig. 13:MODAUTY as cline
An interpretation such as this suggeststhat a system like MODALITY shouid be
representedsystemicallYas a cline: seeFigure 14.

VALUE

Finite:

flodoladjunct:

hish

must

certairr.ly

median

F:i11

probably

lov

m8y

gossibly

Fig. 14: MODAUTY values (i)
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But there are shong grammahcal arguments for not representingMODALITY
gradiently
in this rvav. This is that median modalities interact with negate-dtheses diffeiently
that
high and low valued ones. Consider the following proportion"alities:
It is probable that iL diCn,t work cuE,:
it is not probable that it worked out:
fL won't have worked ouL::
It :-s poeelble that it didn,t work out:
IE's not certaln
that it worked out:
It may not have worked out: :
It
It
It

is certaln
that it didn't
work out:
:-s not posgible
that
iC worked out:
can't
have worked out

The problem is that If 's possiblethat it didn't means the same thing as If 's not certain
that it did at the same lime as lt's certainthat it didn't means thi same as It's not
possiblethat it did; but with the median modality, It's not probablethat it rtid means the
sameas If 's probablethat it didn't. This line of argumentationleads Hailiday to oppose
median modalities to outer ones in the grammar, network as below. In this nerwoik the
terms are not graded, and so their complementarityin the semanticspaceof certainty is not
adequately mapped.

rneol8
n

F in it e :

Modaladjunct:

g.i11

probably

must

certairr-ly

may

possj-51y

HODALITY
high

VALUE
outer

Fig. 15:MODALITY values(ii)
3.5Over-detersdnedborder .ueas:blends
We have seen that there may be border areasin a semantico-grammaticalspace such as
the space of processes;for instance,behavioural processtie berween material ones on the
one hand and verbal and mental ones on the other. However, there is also another fype of
border phenomeno.
: the problem of grammatical blends. Here we face the probiem of
ooq-detumination. Particular phenomenaare equally well classesin differeni ways; the
typology does not resourcesfor distinguishing betrveenthem.
One well-known example of a blend of this kind has to do with drawing a line between
certain receptive mental Processesand attributive relational ones. I'm sirprised he's here
for example can be equally well treated as mental or relational:
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IVIENTAL/ RELATIONAL ( overdetermination):
I'm surprised he's here.
I
Senser
l

a

Carrier

am surPrised
Process

tby the

surprised
here
Atlribute

m

Process

fact

thaE)

he's

here

Phenomenon
(about t.he facE thaE)

he's

Note that it would be misleading to treat |m surprisedhe's here as both mentai and
relational as resorting to the notion of grammaticai metaphor might imply._Blends are not
metaphors - one thing on the'surface' and somethingelse'underneath'. Rather they are
-hybrids - partly one thing and partly another. Typologically they are overdetermined
and stratification does not sort the problem out. There is a genuine gradience Present
which a typotogical orientation obscures.
Another example of blending is found in the area of symbolization (see Halliday 1985:
154). Verbal, mental and relationai clausesof the following kind are so closely related
that it is difficuit to find criteria allocating them to one Process type rather than the
other.4 And once an allocation has been made, them something of the sirnilarity among
them has been lost.

VERBAL:
The results
Sayer

indicate
hocess

Ehat

typologrY

to me
Receiver

(Verbiage)

(of Ehe fact)
won'E work.
Phmomenon

won'E

work.

MENTAL:
The results

convince

Lnducer

Process

Senser

The results

prove

Eo me

Assigner

Process

Angle

EhaE EYPoIogY

RELATIONAL:
(the fact) EhaE tYPologrY
won'E work.
Token

4. Topological descriPtion
- the lirnitations of
Up to this point in the paper we have focussed on Problems
We will
phenomenatyp'otogcaf aescription in tle-face of an accumulation of linguistic
rio'* t"* to the problem of addressing these phenomena in positive terms, developing
topology as a complementary orientation with strategies for handling agnation which
or"retfiyrtemic description rlsources do not nranageeffectively. Note nlt-* taking this
step we are arguing that the phenomena we .ue considering are unified and can be
poiiUvely ctraraiterised in somi respect they are not simply a rag-bag of left-overs that
tlTological analysis fails to explain.
'prove'example;if, however,the Sayeris
4 Notethatthe verbalexampleis verycloseto the relational
indicateto me
Carland Charle_s
fromthisareaof blending:
is removed
a speaker(orwriter),the clause
'typotqy wont work'. lt is not.longerpossibleto interpretCarland Charles
/
wont'work
tnit typotogy
as beihgretiteOas Tokenlo thattypoloWwont work as Value.
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Lemke (no date), in a very helpfui unpublished paper, introduces a complementary
topological perspective at the level of genre, making use of arguments closely related to
those developed in Section 3 here. He characteriseshis topological orientation as follows:
FORESTABLISHING
is A SETCF CRITERIA
DEGREES
OF
A topology,in mathematrcalterms,
A M O N GT H E M E M B E R SO F S O M EC A T E G O R Yl t. t u r n sa
N E A R N E S SO R P R O X I M I T Y
'collection'
of thoseobjects.Objectswhich
or set of objectsintoa spacedefinedby the relations
in thisspaceas beingciosertogether;thosewhich
are morealikeby the crrteriaare repressnted
are less alike are furtherapart.Therecan be multiplecriteria,which may be more or less
oi one another,so that two tens, for instance,may be closertogetherin one
independent
distance),
but furtherapartin another(verticaldistance).What is
dimension(say horizontal
essential,obviously,is our choiceoi the criteria,the paramelers,that define similarityand
can be represented
as moreor lessalike.The
Theseparameters
differenceon eachdimension.
and the differencesamong
same set of parametersallowsus to describeboththe similarrties
t6ns, or texl-types(genres).
[Lemke,n.d.]
We can explore the reiationship betwem f.vpology and topology by means of two
analogies (see Figure below). Imagine a system of rivers originating from one spring (1),
flowing happily in separate beds and branching off (2) into additional rivers, fanning out
aiong a coast line" The coast line is very flat and the soii is soft so the estuaries of what
were once separate rivers will merge together. Similarly, imagine frying to represent the
differences and similarities between the darker areas of the figure to the right below. If
we take each black core as the starting point, the grouping is clear enough; but the
peripheral areas are much more difficult to assign to one node or another in the taxonomy
designed to show how the dark areas are related. The are dearly grey border areas.

Fig.15: Typologyand proximity
ln neither case would it be appropriate to abandon the distinctions made. The earlier
stages(1 and 2) are quite distinct and while further differentiationsmay turn out to merge
with others they need not. And, in the figure to the right, as long as we focus on the core,
the darker areasare also quite distinct. So we need some form of interpretation that will
allow us to capture the higher-level and core distinctions as well as the grey boundary
areas" Both of the examples given above concern arangements in physical space;
typological considerationsconcerninggrouping accordingto differenceand similarity are a
matter of relative location in that space. Expressedas a proportionality:
similarity : difference ::
proximity: remoteness

Now, it is possible to transfer the reasoningabout sPaceto abstractdomains, as we do
when we talk of semantic spaces(or, for that matter, semantic fields or domains). Indeed,
this is not a new perspective in systemic theory. Halliday (1951: Section 2.2) identifies
cline as one of three lrrpes of scale:
'taxonomy',
and'cline'as generalscaletypes.A hierarchy
... I haveusedthe terms'hierarchy',
whichmustbe one involving
is takento m€ana systsmof termsrelatedalonga singledimension
to meana specialtype
is
taken
taxonomy
A
(such
inclusion).
as
precedence
someformof logical
(i)thereis a constantrelationof eachterm
characteristics:
on-ewitirtwo additional
oi hierarchy,
of eachto thatimmediately
relation
reciprocal
it, anda constant
lollowing
to thetermimmediately
place
oi eachone of the terms,
in
order
so thatthe
pracedingit; and (ii)degreeis significant,
of that
characteristic
a
defining
is
either
end,
steps
from
ol
in
number
bt"tableis ine distince
but
dimension;
a
single
along
relation
it
involves
in
that
hierarchy
a
resembles
term.A cline
carryingpotentially
termsa clineis a continuum
insteadof beingmadeupof a numberof discrete
iniinitegradation.
'space'as being extendedaiong one or more clines.SA cline or a set of
We can thus see a
'core' region - as in the traditional notion of 'core meaning'
intersecting clines may have a
'cardinal vowel'. Movement away from the core along any of the clines will to more
or
peripheral regions - more peripheral members or subtypes, or, we.could say, more
distintly relited', in reference to Wittgenstein's family metaphor (cf. Daniel Jones'
conception of the phoneme as a family of sounds). This phenomenon has studied
extensively in terms of the notion of prototype in a seriesof studies by Eleonor Rosch and
others; it iras been applied to the nominal and verbal domains in grammar by Hopper &
'Protbtype' is perhaps typically characterizedin cognitive terms; but this
Thompson 1983.
is, of io.trse, in no way necessary.It is perfectly possible to reason about ProtolyPes
semiotically.
'space',we'll introduce some
Before further developing the interpretationof agnationand
linguistic examples. The best known are probably phonologrcal or lexical. For instance,
voiel systems lre interpreted in terms of a vowel sPacewith cardinal vowel locations;
allophonic variation oicrrrs in the regions around the cardinal locations. Thus an
imaginary four-vowel system can be described both tFpologcally, as front/ back & high/
low, and'topologically; the diagram in Figure 15 illustrates the complementarity between
the fwo perspectives.

I
I

front

high

back

O.]

i6B
Fig. 16:Vowel typolory and topology
5 Sinc" Halliday's1961discussion
havebeendiscussedoutsideol
of clines,similarabstractions
continua,etc.
squishes,
categories
to
syntactic
approaches
in
linguistics
systemic

Here however we'll draw on the grarunar for examples.

42 Processesas topological space
We will pursue the notion of space and parameters with respect to experiential clause
grarunar (see Section 3.2 above), elaborating on the kind of material, behavioural,
relational tension introduced above. To begin we will circumscribe the semantic space
under consideration, with four process types defining points on its circumference: material,
verbal, mental and relational. This gives us the frame of reference for our topological
dexription - the semantic space bounded by notions of happening & doing saying sensing
and being & having.
Having located the focus of our description in this way we go on to define topological
parameters. Proceeding in this way these hrrn out to be characterisations of the gradience
we can specify among the four points defining our serrnntic space:seeFigure 17.
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The clines are exemplified below.o
Topological
parameters

Typological
oppositions
(1) behaviourai region
(i) behavioural: material-verbal:
"Come here",
"Come here",

saFng as activify
sayrng as communication

he groaned.
he asked.

(ii) behavioural: material-mental:
Ehe wa1l down.
He watched them pulling
the walL down.
He saw Ehem pulling

sensingas activity
sensingasinertprocessing

(2) Spatial region: material-relational:
The Eroops surrounded Ehe embassy.
Trees surrounded Ehe embassy.

sPaceas motion
spaceas relation

(3) Symbolization region: verbal-relational:
The report

indicaEes they're

The report

ref lects

their

inEelligent.

inEelliqence.

symbolization/
communication
symbolization/identity

(4) Semiosis region: verbal-mental:
He convinced them they'd won.
He concluded Ehey'd won.

externalsensing
internal saying

(5) Affection region: mental- relational:
He 'd like them Eo come.
He'd be pleased for Ehem to come.

sensingas inert Process
sensingas attribute

(5) Qualitative change: material-relational:
His grrip weakened
His grip became weaker

changeas event
changeascomingtobe

(7) Representation: material-relational:
He is standing for parliament
He stands for honesty

representation as activity
rePresentationas (inert)
svmbolization

6 To avoidclutterin the figurewe haveleftout someclines.Forinstance,lhere is, arguably,a cline
betweenreceptive(passive)materialand intensiveascriptiverelationaland a similarone between
relational.
receptive(passive)etfectivementaland,again,intensiveascriptive
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Topological
parameters

Typological
oppositions
(1) behaviourai region
(i) behavioural: material-verbal:
"Come here",
"Come here",

saFng as activify
sayrng as communjcation

he groaned.
he asked.

(ii) behavioural: material-mental:
Ehe wa1l down.
He watched them pulling
Ehe wall down.
He saw Ehem pulling

sensingas activity
sensingasinertprocessing

(2) Spatial region: material-relational:
The Eroops surrounded Ehe embassy.
Trees surrounded Ehe embassy.

sPaceas molion
spaceas relation

(3) Symbolization region: verbal-relational:
The report

indicates

The report

ref lects

they're
their

inEelligent.

inEelliqence.

symbolization/
communication
symbolization/identity

(4) Semiosis region: verbal-mental:
He convinced them they'd won.
He concluded they'd won.

externalsensing
internal s)nng

(5) Affection region: mental- relational:
He 'd like them Eo come.
He'd be pleased for Ehem to come.

sensingas inert Process
sensingas atfribute

(5) Qualitative change: material-relational:
His grip
His grip

weakened
became weaker

changeas event
chatgeascomingtobe

(7) Representation: material-relational:
He is standing for parliament
He stands for honesty

representation as activify
rePresentationas (inert)
svmbolization

6 To avoidclutterin the figurewe haveleftout someclines.Forinstance,lhere is, arguably,a cline
betweenreceptive(passive)materialand intensiveascriptiverelationaland a similarone between
relatbnal.
receptive(passive)etfectivementaland,again,intensiveascriptive
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Having exemplified the clines in thesedifferent regions,we will now discuss the first
fwo very briefly.
(1) There is a behavioural region, with one cline befween material and verbal and
another befween material and mental. The behavioural processesdiscussedabove (Section
3.2) can be seenin theseterms to occuPy a semanticsPacealong two dines:
(i) a ciine befween material and verbal processeswhich we can gloss as 'saying as
activity'. This would account, among other things, for the abilify of behavioural
process to quote:
"Oh no, " he crj-ed/sobbed/wept/grumbled/grunEed./murmured etc.
'sensing
(ii) a ciine between material and mental proce*s€swhich can be giossed as
as
(the
macro-phenomena
act
of
activity'. This would explain the presenceof embedded
'them
cooking dinner') in both behavioural and mental process of perception
(although the behaviourals cannot project meta-phenomena:behavioural - *He is
watching that they are cooking dinner but mental - He seesthat they are cooking
dinner. ):
He is waEching/feeling/sniffing/observing

[tft.*

cooking dinner]].

(2) There is a region of spatial processes,with a set of verbs that can rerve either in
material clauses or in relational one - surround, stretch, r1tn, go, &c. These may be
construed as doing/ happening - that is, as motion through space.The Medium will move
aiong some vector, which may be specified as a Locative of direction:
She ran all the way l9-lhC-Sl-el-I911.
They chased her all Ehe way l9-Lhc-q!-aLi9n.
Aiternatively, they are construed as being in space - that is, as location or extent in
space. The Medium does not move along a vector; it is immobile. If there is a Locative of
direction, it does not specify the destination of a journey, but rather the endpoint of
something that extends in space:
The road ran all

Ehe way to the station.

While there is overlap in the sets of verbs that can serve in the material and reiational
'material' and 'relational' sets are quite distinct.
contexts - verbs such as run - the fulI
For instance, we might also have she jogged all the utay to the station and the road
extendedall the way to the station, but neither she extandedall the way to the station
nor the road jogged all the way to the station.
One of the passages from the text discussed in Halliday (197$ illustrates the potential
ambivalence within the spatial region:
(1) He rushed to the edge of Ehe water and came back. (2) On
in Ehe
side of the open bank Ehe bushes grew thickly
either
farthest
some of
(3) they waded out (4) until
at their
flood;
the leaves were opening under water; (5) and these bushes leaned
over.
The spatial processes in (1) are clearly construed as doing, with an animate and selfpropelled Actor; and they are thus material. The circumstance to the edgeof the watq is
thus a directional Locative. In contrast, (3) and (5) display a tension: the Medium/ Subject
is inanimate and, in principle, immobile; but the verb is one of motion (3) or potentially one
of motion (5) - d. Halliday (op cit., p. 115).

The clines are not all of the same rJrye-- someare more discreetthan others, some clearly
for
involve grammatical metaphot, and so on; but it is useful to bring them together
scale
prrrpor"r"of discussion.Sometimestransitivity has beerrdiscussedin terms of a single
this
1981);
but
(cf.
Thompson,
&
Hopper
iu"iri"g from high rransitivitv to low lransitivify
is in fact only one type of consideration.
43 Topology acrossgrammatical environments
'grammatical spaces'
The examples we have given so far have all been concernedwith
that are construed fypiogically by system networks within a given grammatical
in the
environment, such "r th" cliuse. For-insiance,the spaceof processesis constmed
are
environments
these
instance,
grammatical environment of the clause. In the first
(and,
phrases
created, and also separated,by rank the environment of clauses,grouPs &
within these, the primary classesof nominal, verbal, etc.).The basic pnncipie here is an
experiential one: the complexity of experienceis construed grammatically as_.comPosition.
are inteipreted and representedin two stePs - as configurafions of
Thus goings-on
"participants
(clauses)and as their comPonent parts, the
and circumstanc-es
pro..ri"r,
pro""rr"r, participants and circumstancesthemselves(groups & phrases)' Tit distribution
bf tn" grammatical system into subsystemsoriginating in different, ranked environments
makes"good experiential sense,most of the time. However, it has the effect of dispersing
interpeisonal systems of affect acrossthese different grammatical environments. Thus,
the
attituae is manifested in the clause as adjuncts (unt'ortunately,happily &c') and in
&c')'
happy
poor;
(attitudinal
unfortunate,
epithets:
nominai group as pre-modification
(e.g. affect) is
There is a sense,then, in which the same region in a topological space
'revisited' or, manifested, in different environments in the grammar. In fact, we find this
phenomenon also within the ideationai metafunction as Halliday 1985:306-7 has shown
- the 'cyptotypes' of elaboration, extension and enhancement are manifested within
clause co.t pter,'es,clauses,prepOsitional phrases,etc. (seefurther below, Section 5' Table
d). In a typological u..oott, there ls no relationship between these different
manifestations of ihese regions - preciselybecausethe manifestations are dispersed across
different environments iri the grammar. All we can do at present is posit a generalized
'abstract' from the specific grammatical environments in which it is
system that we
manifested:/ seeTable 2.

'abstracted'

environment
in grammatical
sgstem'locrtcd

sgstem
"lausc "omgl"r.

clause:relational

prepositional phrase

elaborating

elrborriing
'i.c.'

intensive
'be'

elaborat'in9

cxtcnding

cxtcnding
'rnd'

posscssive

cxtcnding
'with'

cnhrncing
'then' &c.

circumstantial
'bc
rt' &c.

cnhencing

havc'

'of'

enhrncing
'at'&c.

Table 2: Absracted system and manifestations in different environments
7 Alternatively,we could bring this system out diagrammatically
by means of a helix, as in the
above2
of
Section
conclusion
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We can think of this as a projection of a general,'fractal' principle tJrrough the grammar;
the particular images projected will ail be similar but there will also be differences in
accordancewith the different environments. For instance,in the environment of reiational
transitivify in the clause, elaboration, extension,and enhancementare interpreted as
processthat can unfold in time.

5. Extant topologies
As we might expect,topological work is not unknown in systemicdesaiption, although it
has never been given the positive characterisationwe are attempting to formulate here.
Halliday's account of MODALITY and MODULATION as degrees of usuality,
probability, obligation and inclination presented above is one well known example of a
topological systemic description complementing a typological one.
With
MODAUZATION, POLARITY in propositions is used to bound the semantic spaceunder
'it is'
consideration, with degree of usuaiity and probabilily defining parameters between
'it
(yes) and
isn't' (no). Similarly, obligation and inclination are used as parameters
'don't'. grading the semanticspacein proposalsbetween'do' and
SeeSection3 above.
Additionai examples inciude Halliday's earlier work (1975:2'12)on modalify and
modulation in which he draws out the parallels between the ways in which the fwo
systems divide up a remantic space which at that time he interpreted as deriving from
distinct interpersonal and ideational metafunctionalsources.
[insert Table V here]
Table 3: MODALITY
Also in this general areas of meaning, Halliday 1985: 336 scales congruent and
metaphorical realisations of MODALITY and MODULATION with respect to degree of
subjectivity / o bjectivity:
[insert Table 10(2)here]
Table 4 Degreesof subjectivity/ objectivity
Halliday 1985:251aiso provides an ideationai example in scaling phenomena from
Things (least clause-like) to Quotes (least thing-like):
linsert Table 7(15)herel
Table 5: From things to quotes
Far and away the most eiaborated example of topological description was mentioned in
Section 4.3 above; it is found on Table 9(3) on Halliday 1985:30G307where he projects the
logical parameters of elaboration, extension and enhancement and their sub-fypes
throughout the grammar. The Table is presented as a matrix, with lines dividing the
various regions into independent cells. In spite of this the cross<lassification provides a
feast of data for topological examination, which could proceed by challenging the
boundaries around every cell and formulating gradd series of examples challenging each
line.

linsert Table9(3)herel
Table 6: Expansionprojectedthroughgrarunar
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5. Environment (con/textualecology)
At this point it is important to stop and ask why topology happens?- or rather, why is
it that fypologically distinct grammatical classesadapt themseivesto function in similar
ways? As with sharks and dolphins, the answerof courselies in the envrronment. In the
caseof languagethe environment is the socialsemioticin rvhich languagePatternsevolve.
This means that a topologicai perspectiveis an ecologicalone - and that in order to
understand why typologies evolve in such a way that divergent meanings come to work
and look alike we need to look at text in context. For it is contextualisedtext that drives
the grammafical semogenesisthat leads to the need for complementary typological and
topologicalorientationsin our derriptions.
To illustrate briefly the kind of environmental pressureswe are referring to here, consider
the following text (the first paragraph from My Place , Wheatley & Rawlins, 1'987).It is
the third sentence(underlined) which particularly concernsus here.
week.
ten last
I turned
is my p]ace.
My name's Laura and this
Tonv savs it
on Ehe window.
the flag
Our house is the one with
means Lhe colour
it
buE f think
land.
on Aborioinal
shows we're
h a c k h o m c ..
here Eoo, and Terry
of the earfh
Mum and Dad Iive
baby
Bev, and Tony and Diane and therr
and Auntie
and Lorraine,
B
o
u
rke,
We come from
so cutel
He's my nephew and he's
Dean.
j
o
b
s
in Ehe ciEy.
be more
but Dad t.houghE there'd

This sentenceis a dause complex consistingof five ranking clauses. Their logical analysis
is presentedbelow:
1 d
"p
'/Y
+2a
'p

Tony says
it shows
we're on Aboriginal

land,

butrthink
iE, means Ehe colour of Ehe earth,

back home.

The second ranking clause, it shws, is a verbal process, hypotactically projecting the
locution we're on Aboriginal land; it could have a Receiver (it shws us). The final clause
on the other hand, it meansthe colour of the arth, backhome, is a relational identifying
process - a Token (if ) ^ Process(means ) ^ Value (the colour of the earth, backhome)
structure with which the symbolic significance of the Aboriginal flag is construed. Note
however that both clausesare concerned with the meaning of the flag: it shows explores
its significance verbally, while it means explores it relationally:
'signified'

'signifier'
COMMUMCATION

'i t- I i-hc
\ v---

f- - 1s yarr
, )

shows

IDENTITY

it

(the

f lagr)

means

we ' re

on Aboriginal

land

of
Ehe
Ehe colour
earthback
home

'symbolization as communication/symbolization as identity'
This is in fact the
topological parameter noted in Section 4.2 above. And the text illustrates the way in
which the verbal and reiational poles of this parameter can be marshalled textually to do
dosely related work. Indeed, this is just the type of example that makes typological
analysis difficult - context so powerfully construes the different structures as the same
that it hard (especially for apprentices) to see that grammatically how they are distinct
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There are pientv of other eramples of this kind in the literature which demonsffate the
kinds of con/te;<fualDressuresunder rvhich grarrunarworks. We will look at just three
ideationai exampies here.
One well documented area has to do with the semantic space surrounding the notions of
ACENCY. Trew's 7979 work on ideology and newspaperreporting show the ways in which
responsibili& is mediated bv a number of grammatical systems. The most obvious system
to consider is of course TRANSITIVITY. Middle dauses consist simply of a Medium and
Process(with no implication of an Agent); and with effectives,we have a choice befween
thematizing the Agent (operative) or not (receptive) and if not thematized then the
option of not realising the Agent at all is made available:
middle
effective:

operative
receptive:

The blacks
The nol i ce

agentive

mL^,,
Ilrey
nnl

non-agenhve

weJ.

E

di-ed.
shot Ehem.
^L^F
>lruL

lp^y, ,

tsl^^
LIIE

i ca

They were shoE.

But beyond this, MOOD is aiso implicated since non-finite clauses also provide the
option of not realising the Agent (in embedded clauses):
non-finite: embedded

ShooEino Ehe blacks

was unEimelv

Nominalisation provides another opportunity for suppressingAgents, at the same time as
the process itself is reformulated as a kind of thing:
nominalisation:

Their

eliminaLion

was unfortunate.

The significant point here is that the options associated with voice, finiteness and
nominalisation arise in divergent parts of the grammar; but as far as agency is considered,
they can all be used for closely related effects.
Earlier we discussed two topological parameters relating materiai and relationai
processes: representation (as activity or as symbolic relation) and space (as being, i.e.
location, or as doing, i.e" motion). Another parameter in this area was noted by Eggins,
Wignell and Martin 1987 in their work on the discourse of history. They noted the
tendency for history to nominalise activities as Existents in relational processesand then
to code these nominalisations as Mediums in material process€sconstructing a life cyde:

lrelational: activity as Existent]
In Ehis respecE,
interests .

Eoo,

Ehere

was a Eurni-nq awav

from

medi-aeval

lmaterial: activity as Medium]
chanqes markjnq
however, agree thaE fundamental
Most histori"ans,
p
l
a
c
e
beqinninq
of
the
modern world
Eook
during
the
the
centurv.
fifteenEh

Here is an extended passage from their study, showing the life cycle metaphor
constmcted by the material coding in full swing.
start
Why did this
develoo?
Why did it
in lEaly?
renaissance
What
new
to
the
of
contributj-ons
How did iE SpIegSl
rest
Europe?
When did
come Eo a
did
it
add to Ehe growth of mankind?
it

!

I

I
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ano

clcse
- . Far

.,vhv?

These

1:he fues--ions

scme of

are

--c ce

answereo

^ a a n r o r

<

Here again we see a particular discourse pushing different areas of the grarrunar to do
similar work, rvith nominalisation feeding the compiementaryExistent and V{edium roles.
In related research into the discourse of geography, the same researchersexplored the
processesby which technicai terms are created and defining. Wignell, lv{artin & Eggtns
1987/1,990note that elaborationat word and group ranks and identification at clause rank
are ail integral to the processof definition (cf. Halliday's Table 9(3) reproduced as Table 5
above).
word complex:

1qi nal

nr^fn7^:

o-col

i
level

the final

goup compiex:

/\ Fv -r n n
hir
v r . . + v

a

I

relational identifying clause:

I orl

animal

q\

a

call-ed

they

are

Token

Process

'l

^

orral

? \I

J

converters

Value

The co-operation between these different areas of the grarrunar is illustrated in the
following text ('elaborations'are underlined):
. . .AE Ehe next
level
(herbivores)
or eac
are

the

1l-rnnhi
4

a

coneumerg
l orrol

?'l

(trophic

2) animal-s eat Enese olants
level
(carniwores);
Ehese animais
other
animals
final
lewelthe
ecosvstem.
AE the
of

han'l-ori

e

frrnai

,anrl

r-orf

, ai n

e s 5 r r r y

nra)l- .7-^

/ s.i nrrl

c-

cel1ed animals) break down dead anj-mals and plancs as well as
These Ehelz convert
into
of the consumers.
Ehe wasEe products
of
elemenEs which are taken up once more b1z the roots
useful
plants and so thev are ca11ed eonverterg.

To date, there appears to be no systemic documentation, either phylogenetically or
ontogeneticaily,of the ways in which contextualpressuresof this kind brings pressuresto
bear on the grammar which force it b elaborateits options in ways that divergent choices
come to resemble each other. But this is obviously a rich and exciting frontier for systemic
description which will bear critically on our current rather limited understanding of
semogenesis.

T.Implications
We began by surveying the typological resources of systemic theory; in particular/ we
'multidimensional' becauseof stratification, simultaneous
tried to show how they are
metafunctions, and so on. We then suggested that there are still paradigmatic relations
that are hard to capture and turned to a topological perspective as a complement" In
opening up a new descriptive frontier of this kind, it is hard to avoid a higher proportion
of queries than insights. Nevertheless, there are a number of implications associated with
proposing complementary typological and topological orientations which we will briefly
review here.
(i) One thing we have noted in our teaching of the grammar is than grammar learners are
'mistakes' in student analyses of text have
born topologists. A very high proportion of the
to do with theh tendency to background the criteria motivating particular classifications
and foregrounding alternative criteria which would tend to ground a complementary
topological perspective. This is even more true where texts push different areas of the
glarrunar in similar ways such as those illustrated in Section 6 above. This makes student
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assignmentsa fertile ground for topoiogicalenquirv, the resultsof which can be used to
aileviate some of the frustration they feel rvhen being down-graded by narrow minded
typologrstssuch as ourselves.
(ii) Another way in which topologicaiwork should prove useful has to do with resolving
tensions about which criteria to use as point of departure in system networks. Ary
practicing systemicistrviil be familiar with the problems when writing a system network
of knowing where to start, which problem always resolvesitself when made explicit into
the issue of which criteria to deploy at primary, which at secondary delicary and so on.
Given qrpology and topolog'y as complementary descriptive strategies, resources are
provided which make it possible found networks on certain criteria and use others to
establish parameters within some relevant semantic space that might otherwise be
obsorred.
(iii) Topological considerations are also highly relevant to argumentation and debate.
As more than one systemicist has complained (e.g. Berry,1989), argumentation among
systernicists often suffers from the lack of explicit attention paid to criteria for motivating
fypological descriptions; distributing criteria across typologicai and topological
perspectives should encourage systemicists to make their criteria clear. Beyond this,
systemic descriptions are often criticised uninsightfully on topological grounds. The
"I
argument runs along the lines of can seea dimension of agnation other than yours (which
I actually can't see);thereforeyou are wrong.'' Huddleston's 1988review of Halliday 1985
is full of argumentation of this kind - e.g. his critique of Halliday's analysis of clauses
such as after they had debatedt'or an hour in aftn they had debatedt'or an hour they
shookhands as hypotactically dependent clausesin a clausecomplex instead of as dauses
embedded in other clause. Huddleston wants to capture the agnation between after they
had debatedthey shook hands and after the debatethey shook hands; but he says
nothing about the agnation (captured in Halliday's analysis) between after they had
debated.t'or an hour they shook hands and they debatedt'or an hour, then they shook
hands.
(iv) We have considered topological parameters within the framework of a single
language, English. But topological considerationsmay prove even more useful in work on
language typology, which has long been troubled by the problem of looking for categories
(i.e. typologically defined classes) in languages (and usuaily finding them; see Martin
1983for a discussion of this problem). A topological perspectiveswould allow us to design
parameters for comparison within various kinds of semantic space. And topological
pararneters in one language might resolve into typologicai patterns in another. Recall for
example the discussion of the symbolization parameter connecting verbai and relational
processesin Section3 above. br Tagalog the normal way b quote is not in fact to project as
in English, but rather to establish a Token-Value relation between a locution and a
nominalised verbal process. Our topologrcal perspective on English TRANSffIVITY tells
us in effect not to be sqprised.
'Tapos
n:
fruition
finished
Token
"Ifs over now"

ang

sagoc

nlya.

TM
aruwer s/he
Value
her answer

"It's over now", she said.

(v) The question of ontogeny and phylogenesis has already been raised above. Let us
simply mention here an example, noted by Halliday 1985:128in his discussion of
'present'
behavioural processes. He notes there that behavioural processesin English used
'present in present' ense b constmct ongoing action and that because of this we
rather than
still find some alternations such as Why do you laugh? alongside Why are you laughing?
One may say in this context that behaviourals are drifting in the direction of material
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in Sectron3. Indeed,it mav oniy
along the topologicaiparameterwe estabiished
processes
arise. The rvay TENSI used to
rvouid
te in modern inglisir itrat ihe tensionrveconsidered
(probabiynot
work we might iell have classifiedbehaviouralswith mentalsand verbals
representitgi ttr"* as a distinct classat ail). Putting this boldlY, we could claim that
,"*og".,"siJ proceedsalong topologicalparameters,and that certain kinds of changemay
mean-thatweneed to reconsiderour typologrcaldescriptionfrom time to time.
(yi) Finally we should mention Lemke'sown suggestionconcerningthe relevanceof
topologicalperspectivesto languagelearning. Lemke points out that taking topological
reiationsbetweengenresinto aciount ailowsus to Plan teachingprograrnsin which we are
dear about the rvJys in which teachingone genremight provide a gogq basis for moving
onto another topiogically related one. Similarly in grammar teaching,a toPoiogical
perspectiveshould make-it easierto make explicit the connectionsbetween systemic
grammatical descriptions and the kind of learner oriented gralrunars envisioned by
(e.g. Wilkins 1976). At present systemic
iropor,".,ts of the functional notional syllabus
gtu*t t"rr differentiate notions and functions that may need to be brought together for
ESL/EFTpurPoses.
Our hope is that by pursuing work along a number of these lines of enquiry ra/ecal
formulatb our charait.ri*tiotr of topologicalanalysisin more positive terms. This will
organisedaround metaphorsof spaceand
mean devising suitableforms of repr-esentation,
working"Inout proceduresfor motivating parametersand bounding relevant fypes of semiotic
the short term we need to-work hard on improving our understanding of the
space.
ctmplementary relationshipbetween fypologicaland topologicalorientations so that as
systemiclinguists we have i a stto.,gergrp on how making typology the centerpieceof our
certainparametersin a system and leaves
tireory and iescriptions selectsor f-oregrounds
others more implicit.
In conciusion,let us just note that just as we have examinedparadigmatic organization in
terms of topology, *"."r, also explore syntagmaticorganizationalong similar lines. For
instance,ttrb exfriential constituentstmcture of the dause saysthereis a processelement,
From a topological point of view,
one or more puiticipar,ts,and possiblyaisocircumstances.
the processind thi medium ire moit closely associated(Hatliday, 1985) they form the
core or nucleus - whereasother participantsand circumstancesare lessclosely associated.
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